Collection 2022

About NeXtime
NeXtime produces innovative, bold and playful Dutchdesigned timepieces. We pride ourselves in offering the
best integration of design excellence with functionality.
Our heritage of over 50 years is built on our unparalleled
attention to detail and our adherence to the brand’s core
values of being passionate, creative, fun, caring and
uncompromising on quality.
Thanks to insights through our global team and partner
network, our timepieces are designed to jazz up every
interior and give good times to people around the world.
NeXtime’s timepieces make a statement about your unique
taste and personality, and remind you to appreciate life and
celebrate your memorable moments. NeXtime…gives you
good times.

Catalogue 2022

Dear NeXtime Friends,
The 2022 collection offers a variety of styles, materials and sizes, and comes in different
innovative shapes. We have raised the level of sophistication with our usual attention to
detail.
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It is about doing every little thing right to achieve the best combination. By adding teeny
weeny tweaks to inject personality, magnify elegance and impress with surprising
excellence. We know our demanding customers notice the difference and come to
NeXtime to expect just that. We are confident that the 2022 collection will be your
best-selling items.
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Even though the challenges as a result of the pandemic continued throughout the whole
year of 2021 – lockdown, absence of trade fairs, supplies instability and consumer
confidence, we are proud of the steps we have taken to focus on the critical pillars of our
business: great products, better support for our partners and better brand marketing.
We are proud to say that we are in a much better position to grow our business with our
greater resilience and agility. We will continue to execute on the three focus areas.
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Let’s work together to bring lots of good times to our customers and ourselves.
Team NeXtime
nXt collection
96-103

Special features
Our clocks are made with love and passion and highlight design or a special feature.
Below you find the most important features.

Pendulum

Silent movement
No more annoying ticking sound? Then go for a clock
with a silent movement and make sure you can enjoy
time in a relaxed way

Table clock
Or a wall clock that comes with a stand so you can
use it as a table clock. Ideal if you do not want to drill
holes on your wall.

Radio controlled
The clock will be set automatically because of the
Radio Controlled signal from Frankfurt. You don't
have to worry about summer or wintertime, the
clock will set itself to the correct time and make
sure you always have the exact time. The radio
controlled signal is sent out from Frankfurt and only
works for the time zone GMT+1 (CET)

Moving gears
These clocks have special moving gears that can be
controlled seperately

Weatherproof
These clocks are suitable for both indoor and
outdoor use. Ideal for patio, bathroom or pool.

Mirror

Alarm

Glow in the
dark

Self
assembly

Date

Light

Sound

12/24 hour
option

24 hour

Adaptor

Temperature

Humidity

Atmospheric
pressure

Silent clocks

Table Clocks
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Radio Controlled Clocks

Garden Clocks

Collection
Our premium brand exemplary of its design and
engineering sophistication, fine materials and
superior craftsmanship

London • 3281BR
50 cm Ø • Metal

Birmingham • 3280ZW
50 cm Ø • Metal
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Roman Gear
The "Roman Gear Clock XXL"
oversized (90.5cm) black
metal gear wall clock with
classic roman numbers
brings an industrial style into
your home.
The stunning real moving
gears match perfectly with
the romantic style hands.
This open-faced design is
a perfect additon to your
room.
The moving gears are
separately controlled from
the clock and can be easily
switched off.

Roman Gear Clock XXL • 3260ZI
90,5 cm Ø • Metal • Silver
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Roman Gear Clock XXL • 3260GO
90,5 cm Ø • Metal • Gold / Copper

Henry
This stylish industrial wall clock is large and bold, makes it a perfect piece of art for your wall. With real moving gears
you can, literally, see how time passes by. The moving gears are separately controlled from the clock and can be easily
switched off.
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Henry • 3282ZW

50 cm Ø • Real moving gears

Henry • 3282WI

50 cm Ø • Real moving gears

William
William is designed with stunning moving gears. The style and the size of it (50cm) makes this clock
a real centerpiece in any interior.
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William • 3283ZW

50 cm Ø • Real moving gears

William • 3283WI

50 cm Ø • Real moving gears

Roman Vintage • 3245BR
Wood & Metal • 58 cm Ø
Brown

Roman Vintage • 3245
Wood & Metal • 58 cm Ø
Light Brown

York • 3276ZW
50 cm Ø •Wood & Metal

Oxford • 3279BR

50 cm Ø • Wood & Metal
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Manchester
The NeXtime "Manchester" large industrial wall clock will be a timeless focal
point in your wall space. The black roman index in metal and metal frame
contrast nicely with the dark wooden clock face. Each clock face is unique
with its natural grain pattern. This silent clock without any ticking sound is
also perfect for your bedroom !

Manchester • 3278BR
50 cm Ø • Wood & Metal

Aberdeen
The NeXtime "Aberdeen" large industrial wall clock has a real wooden
clock face with a visible natural wood grain pattern. The combination
of over-sized silver numbers set in slim black metal rims and black
hands gives a rural yet modern sophisticated touch.
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Aberdeen • 3277BR
50 cm Ø • Wood & Metal

Wood Wood Big • 3095BR
53 cm Ø • Wood • Brown

Wood Wood Medium • 3096BR

35 cm Ø • Wood • Brown

Precious
Precious • 3284ZW

50 cm Ø • Wood & Metal
Black
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Precious • 3284BR

50 cm Ø • Wood & Metal
Walnut
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NeXtime’s Precious (50cm) is a large
silent wall clock with a classy, chic
look. The clock numbers in brushed
metal finish are nailed away from the
natural wood dial, allowing space for
shadows to cast and create a
sophisticated 3-dimensional effect.

Size does matter!
Make your wall clock a real centerpiece in your home with these
oversized wall clocks.

Fancy • 3270ZW

70 cm Ø • Metal • Black

Forest
Bring nature into your home ! The "Forest" wall clocks are made of real wood that
makes every clock unique. This is definitely a striking piece! The unique wood grains
developed through the growth of a tree brings in life and energy to every room it’s
being presented! Sit back and relax in silence because this clock has a silent
movement, no annoying ticking sound!

Forest • 3264BR

30 cm Ø • Solid wood & Metal

Forest Large • 3263BR

45 cm Ø • Solid wood & Metal
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Bella Mirror
The NeXtime "Bella Mirror" is a large wall clock (50cm) designed by Jette Scheib.
The clock with the wooden case and geometric floral pattern not only creates an
oriental style, it also features a greater depth and an additional dimension through
the mirror on the clock face.

Bella Mirror • 3194WI

Designer: Jette Scheib
50 cm Ø • Wood & Mirror • White

Nightingale
This clock has a deep case in ABS material, a natural wooden look provided with
special designed colourful hands. The humming bird will appear every hour and
will give a wonderful sound (not the traditional “cuckoo cuckoo”). Oh but don’t
worry if you want to hang this clock in your bedroom, during the night the sound
turns off automatically so it won’t wake you up! The clock has a mute function
and you can adjust the volume.

White Nightingale • 5220WI
30 cm Ø • ABS • White

Black Nightingale • 5220ZW
30 cm Ø • ABS • Black
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Edge Wood Dome • 3249

New Amsterdam • 3291ZW

Edge Wood Dome • 3249BR

Designer: Romée Nibbering
32 cm Ø • Concrete • Grey

35 cm Ø • Dome glass • Light Brown

35 cm Ø • Dome glass • Brown

40 cm Ø • Metal • Black

Mohawk Wall • 3515

Cross Table • 5204ZW

Designer: Chantal Drenthe
& Jette Scheib
17.5 x 15.5 x 5 cm • Polystone • Black

Cross Table • 5204GS

Designer: Chantal Drenthe
& Jette Scheib
17.5 x 15.5 x 5 cm • Polystone • Grey
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Cross • 3197ZW

Designer: Chantal Drenthe &
Jette Scheib
35 Ø x 5 cm • Polystone • Black

Cross • 3197GS

Designer: Chantal Drenthe &
Jette Scheib
35 Ø x 5 cm • Polystone • Grey

Carl & Carl small
The lovely clocks from the “Carl” family are made of wood and metal. The
combination of materials makes this clock chic but also with an industrial look.
The wooden board of the black version is finished with a black lacquer for an extra
chic look. The Carl small can be used as a table clock but also as a wall clock.

Carl Small • 5226ZW

Table/ Wall clock • 34 x 27 cm
Wood • Black

detachable
feet

Carl Small • 5226BR

Table/ Wall clock • 34 x 27 cm
Wood • Brown
detachable
feet

Carl • 3195ZW

50.8 x 58.2 x 4.3 cm
Wood • Steel • Black

Carl • 3195BR

50.8 x 58.2 x 4.3 cm
Wood • Steel • Brown
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Frosted Wood
The frosted wood clock is made of sustainably-harvested wood and frosted glass.
They compliment each other and display distinguishing qualities of each material.

Frosted Wood • 3205GS

Designer: Deal Design
50 cm Ø • Wood & Frosted Glass Grey

Frosted Wood • 3205WI

Designer: Deal Design
50 cm Ø • Wood & Frosted Glass White

Noa Table
Noa Table is a combination of wood & glass and is all about a clear, and
minimal design. The outlined hands give this clock a lovely detail.

Noa Table • 5225WI
27 x 21 x 6,5 cm • Wood • White

Noa Table • 5225ZW

27 x 21 x 6,5 cm • Wood • Black
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Marble Table
Marble stays trendy and we
were inspired to find a more
casual and simple way to
implement this trendy look.
The innovation here comes
from the use of printed glass
and sophisticated metal
edge to create an elegant
look & feel.

Marble • 8189WI

40 cm Ø • Glass & Metal • White / gold

Marble Table • 5222WI
20 cm Ø • Glass & Metal
White / gold
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Marble • 8189ZW

40 cm Ø • Glass & Metal • Black / gold

Marble Table • 5222ZW
20 cm Ø • Glass & Metal
Black / gold

Big Flip
The "Big Flip" clocks gives every interior a chic and robust feeling. This clock is made of stainless steel and can be used
as table or wall clock. These clocks are available with clear number index or unique text graphic index.

Big Flip • 5198ZI

Table / Wall clock • 36 x 16.5 x 8,5 cm
AM/PM • Metal • Black
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Table / Wall clock • 36 x 16.5 x 8.5 cm
AM/PM • Metal • Silver

Big Flip • 5198ZW

Big Flip Text • 5229ZI

Table / Wall clock • 36 x 16.5 x 8,5 cm
Metal • Silver

Big Flip Text • 5229ZW

Table / Wall clock • 36 x 16.5 x 8,5 cm
Metal • Black

Flip clock
The "Flip Clock" has a classic and authentic design with a cool retro look. You can easily
hang this clock on any wall or place it on a table, making it a beautiful and functional
accessory for your home or office. The clock displays analog time with flips that
change with the passage of the minutes and hours. The case has a transparent front
that protects the flips from dust.

Flip Clock • 5228OR

Table / Wall clock • 18 x 10 x 7 cm
Plastic • Black / Orange

Flip Clock • 5228WI

Table / Wall clock • 18 x 10 x 7 cm
Plastic • White / Black

Flip Clock • 5228ZW

Table / Wall clock • 18 x 10 x 7 cm
Plastic • Black

Small Hands • 3074ZW

48 cm Ø • Metal • Black
Includes black foam numbers
and a tool to determine where
to place the numbers on the
wall.

Small Hands • 3074ZI

48 cm Ø • Metal • Silver
Includes black foam numbers
and a tool to determine where
to place the numbers on the
wall.
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Hands
One of our best sellers for years; the NeXtime “Hands” wall clock
collection. The "hands" clocks have slim blades made of aluminum
with a small and minimalist design that will fit in every interior.

Hands • 2269ZI

85 cm Ø • Aluminium • Silver

Hands • 2269ZW

85 cm Ø • Aluminium • Black

Hands • 3118ZI

70 cm Ø • Aluminium • Silver

Hands • 3118ZW

70 cm Ø • Aluminium • Black
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Plug Inn • 2610ZW

Designer: Frits Vink
58 cm Ø • Metal • Black

Plug Inn • 2610ZI

Designer: Frits Vink
58 cm Ø • Metal • Silver

Plug-Inn • 2610BR

58 cm Ø • Metal • Walnut

Plug Inn • 2610GO

Designer: Frits Vink
58 cm Ø • Metal • Gold / Black

Plug Inn • 2610VI

Designer: Frits Vink
58 cm Ø • Metal • Multicolour
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Dome clocks
These clocks have a unique dome shaped glass
that gives a classic clock a chic look.

Basic Dome • 3157WI
35 cm Ø • Glass • White

Atomic • 3157WIRC

35 cm Ø • Dome Glass
Radio Controlled (DCF) • White

Big Stripe Mini Dome • 3506WI
Table / Wall clock • 20 cm Ø
Dome • Glass • White
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Basic Dome • 3157ZW
35 cm Ø • Glass • Black

Atomic • 3157ZWRC

35 cm Ø • Dome Glass
Radio Controlled (DCF) • Black

Big Stripe Mini Dome • 3506ZW
Table / Wall clock • 20 cm Ø
Dome • Glass • Black

Loop
NeXtime’s Loop wall clock (35x60cm) features an open pendulum.
The subtle motion of the minimalistic circular forms creates a modern rendition
of the classic clock type that NeXtime has specialised in for decades.

Loop • 3295ZW

35 x 60 x 5 cm • Metal
Pendulum • Black

Be Square
NeXtime’s Be Square (35x35cm) is a silent wall clock that features a black metal
case. The square-shaped clock comes in two designs – with arabic numbers or
stripe index. It is for those who prefer a more edgy shape.

Be Square • 3294AR

35 x 35 cm • Metal • Black/White

Be Square • 3294ST

35 x 35 cm • Metal • Black/White
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Stripe
The elegance and beauty of the Stripe
wall clock with attractive metal stripe
index and clear or frosted glass will add
a touch of contemporary elegance to
any home or office.

Stripe Square
Radio Controlled (DCF)
3148
40 x 40 cm • Frosted glass

Stripe • 2632

31 cm Ø • Clear Glass • Aluminum

Stripe
Radio Controlled (DCF)
3147
40 Ø cm • Frosted glass

Stripe • 2631

26 cm Ø • Clear Glass • Aluminum
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Eleanor
Eleanor is a beautiful large glass clock with a metal pendulum. The streamlined
design, transparent and colored glass plates creates a beautiful and minimalist
effect. Eleanor can definitely fits in very well in any interior!

Eleanor • 3251

70 x 30 cm • Glass • Transparant

Eleanor • 3251GS

70 x 30 cm • Glass • Grey

Reflection
NeXtime’s Reflection (40cm) is a silent wall clock that smartly places shadows,
colours and reflections to create visual illusions. Black clock numbers are
silk-screened on the glass lens. The reflections on the brushed metallic dial make
the clock looks very cool with a bit mysterious feeling.

Reflection • 3289GS
40 cm Ø • Metal • Grey

Reflection • 3289CO

40 cm Ø • Metal • Copper
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Cleopatra’s Mirror
NeXtime’s Cleopatra’s Mirror (56cm) is a large silent wall clock that comes in white or black. The mirror dial creates
an illusional space as if you are being transported to ancient time to marvel at Cleopatra’s beauty.
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Cleopatra's Mirror • 3255WI
56 cm Ø • Glass • White/Mirror

Cleopatra's Mirror • 3255
56 cm Ø • Mirror • Black

Glamour
With sleek lines, raised metal index, slim shiny metal case and a dome lens,
Glamour clock lives up to its name … simply Glamorous!

Glamour • 3235WI

40 cm Ø • Metal Dome • White / Gold

Glamour • 3235GS

40 cm Ø • Metal Dome • Grey / Silver

Glamour Small RC • 3256WIRC

30 cm Ø • Metal / Dome glass
Radio controlled (DCF) • White / Gold
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Glamour Small RC • 3256ZWRC
30 cm Ø • Metal / Dome glass
Radio controlled (DCF) • Black

Alchemy
NeXtime’s Alchemy (40cm) is a silent wall clock that features fine elegance and
design details. Big hot-stamped arabic numbers, the shiny clock hands and shiny
metal case stand out from the dial.

Alchemy • 3288BL

40 cm Ø • Metal • Silver/Blue

Alchemy • 3288ZW

40 cm Ø • Metal• Gold/Black

Excentric
NeXtime’s Excentric (40cm) is a silent wall clock that features fine elegance
and design details. It employs the hot-stamping technique to create a raised
pattern of fireworks on the dial, which echoes with the shiny case.

Excentric • 3287WI

40 cm Ø • Metal • Gold/White

Excentric • 3287ZW

40 cm Ø • Metal • Silver/Black
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Sunny
NeXtime’s Sunny (40cm) is a silent wall clock and surely a decorative art
piece. NeXtime has been making solar design clocks for decades. This
matt-coated metal plate is folded to offer a shiny yet subtle radiant pattern,
contrasting with the soft, wavy clock hands.

Sunny • 3286GO

40 cm Ø • Metal • Gold

Sunny • 3286BR

40 cm Ø • Metal • Metallic Brown

Classic
NeXtime’s Classic (39cm) silent wall clock is a modern execution of classic
design. The hand-painted, slanted case gives the clock an elegant, yet
industrial and contemporary look. It comes in a gold or silver metal case and a
dome-shaped glass lens. It is clearly a timeless piece that will fit any interior style.

Classic • 3290GO

39 cm Ø • Metal • Gold/White

Classic • 3290ZI

39 cm Ø • Metal• Silver/Black
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Classy Large • 3105WC

50 cm Ø • Glass • Metal numbers
White / Copper

Classy Large • 3105BC

50 cm Ø • Glass • Metal numbers
Black / Copper

30 cm Ø • Glass
Metal numbers • Black

Classy • 8817WI

30 cm Ø • Glass
Metal numbers • White

Classy Round • 8817TR

30 cm Ø • Glass • Metal numbers
Clear Glass
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Classy • 8817ZW

Retro • 2790GO

31 cm Ø • Metal • Glass
Gold / Black

Retro • 2790

31 cm Ø • Metal • Glass
Silver

Sahara • 8186CO

Designer: Jette Scheib
43 cm Ø • Glass
Copper / Mirror

Float
NeXtime’s Float (40cm) is a silent wall clock that uses glass as the primary
material. It floats effortlessly on the wall with a curved frosted glass set
behind a black glossy dial and golden hands, creating a contrast between
the soft and hard, and the solid and opaque.

Float • 8196GS

40 cm Ø • Glass • Frosted Grey

Float • 8196BR

40 cm Ø • Glass • Frosted Brown
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Essential Copper XXL • 3258RO
40 cm Ø • Glass & Metal
Copper / Red

Essential Gold XXL • 3258ZW

40 cm Ø • Glass & Metal
Gold / Black

Essential Graphite XXL • 3258GS
40 cm Ø • Glass & Metal
Grey / Black

Essential Gold • 3252GN
34 cm Ø • Glass & Metal
Forest Green

Essential Gold • 3252FM
34 cm Ø • Glass & Metal
Fruity Manderin
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Essential Gold • 3252BL
34 cm Ø • Glass & Metal
Vintage Blue

Essential Silver • 3254WI
34 cm Ø • Glass & Metal
Elegant White

Carousel • 8193GS

40 cm Ø • Glass & Metal • Grey
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Carousel • 8193BL

40 cm Ø • Glass & Metal • Blue

Colorful World • 8187

43 cm Ø • Frosted Glass • Multi-colour

Big City
NeXtime’s Big City (43cm) silent wall clock is a best-selling world clock available in either
black or white. It displays 3 additional time zones, allowing jetsetters to immediately get
a global perspective at just one glance.

Big City • 8197ZW

43 cm Ø • Glass • Black

Big City • 8197WI

43 cm Ø • Glass • White

Mondial • 8108

50 x 18.6 x 3.6 cm • Glass

Big D • 3059

Wall clock • 51.5 x 18 x 4.5 cm
Universal adapter • Plastic • Black

World Time Digit • 2897

Wall clock • 55 x 36 cm • Aluminum
Includes Daylight Saving Setting!
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Station Clocks
Are incredibly popular and are best known for the clear display of time.
Not only at the station or in offices but also in many houses you will find
a station clock nowadays. NeXtime has a wide range of quality station
clocks. Each clock has a unique characteristic such as, the format, the
use, the dial, or the movement.

Station • 3292AR

45 cm Ø • Aluminum • White

Super Station • 3127ST
Wall clock • 55 cm Ø
Aluminium • White

Super Station • 3127AR

Wall clock • 55 cm Ø
Aluminium • White
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Station • 3998ST

Includes a clip to turn the
wall clock into a table clock

Table / Wall clock • 19 cm Ø
Aluminum • White
Clip included

Station • 3998STZW

Table / Wall clock • 19 cm Ø
Aluminum • Black
Clip included

Station • 3998AR

Table / Wall clock • 19 cm Ø
Aluminum • White
Clip included

Station • 3998ARZW

Table / Wall clock • 19 cm Ø
Aluminum • Black
Clip included

Station • 3999ST
Wall clock • 35 cm Ø
Aluminum • White

Station • 3999AR
Wall clock • 35 cm Ø
Aluminum • White

Station • 3999STZW
Wall clock • 35 cm Ø
Aluminum • Black

Station • 3999ARZW
Wall clock • 35 cm Ø
Aluminum • Black
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Always telling
the correct time
NeXtime’s radio controlled clocks
each has a built-in radio receiver that
receives time signals from the DCF77
transmission station near Frankfurt
and automatically synchronises as
long as they are within 1.500 kilometres. Note that it is the Central
European Time zone, which is not the
same as that of the U.K.

Station Radio Controlled
(DCF) 3999STRC
35 cm Ø • Aluminium • White

You do not have to worry about
adjusting your clock to summer or
winter time every year.

2.000 km
1.500 km

1.000 km
500 km

Station Radio Controlled
(DCF) 3999ARRC
35 cm Ø • Aluminium • White

Station Double
The NeXtime “Station Double” is a doublesided wall clock made of aluminum and
glass. This station clock has two clock faces,
a standard to hang the clock anywhere and
a silent movement. You can view the time
from two different angles!

Station Double • 3217
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Easy assembling.
Clocks are connected to
the frame by magnets

Unique Motion
Clocks
NeXtime is the only company
using this technique on clocks.
While the disk is slowly moving
you can see the dial changing.
Be amazed by the effect of
moire!

Walking Horse • 3218
30.5 cm Ø x 5.5 cm
Motion • Plastic

Running Man • 3220
30.5 cm Ø x 5.5 cm
Motion • Plastic

Running Dog • 3257
30.5 cm Ø x 5.5 cm
Motion • Plastic

Modern Gear Clock
The "Modern Gear Clock" gives a twist on the classic design through the
combination of modern red hands, a clear index and real moving gears.
Don’t want any movement? No problem, the moving gears are separately
controlled from the clock and can be easily switched off.

Modern Gear Clock • 3259WI
36 cm Ø • Metal / Glass • White

Modern Gear Clock • 3259ZW
36 cm Ø • Metal / Glass • Black
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Glow in the Dark
The Blue Moon Dome and the Milky
way Dome have a dome shaped glass
and feature glow-in-the-dark
technology. The clock charges in
daylight and when it’s dark it shows a
mesmerising image. The clocks are
silent and therefore also fit perfectly
in any bedroom.

Milky Way Dome • 3165

35 cm Ø • Glass
Luminous (glow in the dark)

Blue Moon Dome • 3164
35 cm Ø • Glass
Luminous (glow in the dark)

Luminous
The NeXtime "Luminous" wall clocks feature glow-in-the-dark technology. The
clock needs to be hung in the daylight to be able to charge and will then light up in
the dark. These clocks are perfect for any room, including your bedroom, thanks
to the silent movement (so no ticking sound).

Luminous • 3261ZW
35 cm Ø • Metal / Glass
Luminous • Black

Luminous • 3261WI
35 cm Ø • Metal / Glass
Luminous • White
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Vinyl Tap
8141

43 cm Ø
Glass • Black

Disco Ball
3293
35 cm Ø
Dome Glass
Silver

Company Alarm • 5194ZW

Alarm clock • 9 x 9 x 7.5 cm • Black

Testpage Dome • 3162

Designer: Frits Vink
35 cm Ø • Glass • Multi-colour

Company Alarm • 5194WI

Alarm clock • 9 x 9 x 7.5 cm • White
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Plexi
NeXtime’s Plexi (40cm) silent wall clock offers an unconventional shape and a
playful look with its acrylic stripes and a brushed aluminium dial. It is inspired
by randomly stacked up rulers on our childhood work desk. It comes in multi
colour combinations.

Plexi • 3285ZW

Plexi • 3285DI

40 cm Ø • Acrylic/Metal • Multicolor
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40 cm Ø • Acrylic/Metal • Black

Tide clock
Besides telling time, a tide clock keeps
track of the tidal cycles, which happen
twice a day and are affected by the
position of the Moon and the Sun.
Instead of exactly following the daily
24-hour cycle, tidal periods fluctuate
between 12 and 13 hours. Once set up,
a tidal clock shows in greater accuracy
the high tide and low tide periods, and
provide useful information to those
engaging in coastal and water activities.

This is a wall clock that provides 2 functions: Time and Tide status
When we talk about tide status, it is more precisely about the time remaining
before low tide and high tide. A tide clock is a useful device which allows you
to know in the twinkle of an eye if the tide is going down or up at your sea port
or surf spot. Great reference for fishing, boating, surfing and all kinds of water
activities!

Tide • 4321BL

Wall clock • 22 cm Ø • Metal
Galvanized silver • Time + Tide
(not for outdoor use)

Tide • 4321WI

Wall clock • 22 cm Ø • Metal
Galvanized silver • Time + Tide
(not for outdoor use)
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Garden
When you’re enjoying the outdoor activities you
can now keep track of time and weather
conditions like humidity and temperature

Jasmine • 4318BR

Wall clock • 23.5 cm Ø
Plastic • Black
Time + Temperature (0C) + Humidity

Jasmine • 4318WI

Wall clock • 23.5 cm Ø
Plastic • Black
Time + Temperature (0C)
+ Humidity

Daisy • 4319

Wall clock • 25.5 cm Ø
Plastic • Black
Time + Temperature (0C)
+ Humidity

Garden
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Silene • 4316

Prunus • 4314

Wall clock • 30.5 cm Ø
Plastic • Black

Wall clock • 30.5 cm Ø
Plastic • Black

Knautia • 4317

Anethium • 4315

Wall clock • 30.5 cm Ø
Plastic • Black

Wall clock • 30.5 cm Ø
Plastic • Black

Cottage

Poppy • 4301GA

Wall clock • 22 cm Ø
Metal • Galvanized silver

Lily • 4302GA

Thermometer • 22 cm Ø
Metal • Galvanized silver

Orchid • 4303GA

Barometer • 22 cm Ø
Metal • Galvanized silver
AA
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Garden
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These nice metal series
in galvanized silver and
warm sand colour are
great for the garden as
well as for indoor use.
Single function focussed,
these devices provide for
every garden with direct
information of time,
temperature or pressure
at a glance!

Poppy • 4301BR

Wall clock • 22 cm Ø
Metal • Brown

Lily • 4302BR

Thermometer • 22 cm Ø
Metal • Brown

Orchid • 4303BR

Barometer • 22 cm Ø
Metal • Brown

Classic garden
This classic series matches very well
with any outdoor atmosphere due to
its material and design especially the
stone items. These clocks are multifunctional that provides information
of time, temperature and humidity.
As always, they are also great decorative pieces suitable for both
outdoor and indoor use!

Aster • 4311

Wall clock • 26 cm Ø • Polyresin
Temperature (0C & 0F) + Humidity

Aster large • 4320

Wall clock • 43.5 cm Ø
Polyresin
Temperature (0C & 0F)

Tulip • 4304GA

Wall clock • 40.5 cm Ø
Metal • Galvanized silver
Temperature (0C)
+ Humidity

Hyacinth • 4305BR

Wall clock • 40.5 cm Ø
Metal • Brown
Temperature (0C & 0F)
+ Humidity
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Modern garden
The modern design of these clocks
brings unconventional mood to the
nature; yet a perfect and harmonious
match for any interior atmosphere!

Marigold • 4313

Wall clock • 30.5 cm Ø
Plastic • Black
Temperature (0C)

Sunflower • 4306ZW

Wall clock • 50.8 cm Ø
Plastic • Black
Temperature
(0C & 0F) + Humidity

Clematis • 4307AR

Wall clock • 35 cm Ø • Aluminium
Temperature (0C & 0F) + Humidity

Clematis • 4307ST

Wall clock • 35 cm Ø • Aluminium
Temperature (0C & 0F) + Humidity
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Accessoires &
retail presentation

Clock presentation
We have developed this stand for
presentation purposes. The stand
can be used for sizes up to 43 cm.
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Clock stand • 9040
28 x 18 x 12 cm • Acrylic

The Clock Tower
We offer a great way to showcase the
clocks and keep stock of them at the
same time. The wooden clock tower
has been a proven success to increase
sales in stores and in various markets.

Clock tower • 9035

80 x 80 x 200 cm • Wood

This is very convenient for the consumer to pick the items they select.
Sales is always better when the
clocks are hung on the wall and
presented nicely. The clock tower
gives you this opportunity without
drilling holes on your walls.
It is the most efficient way to show so
many clocks on only limited space in
your store.
The clock tower is free standing and
can be placed anywhere in any store.

Garden display • 4300

80 x 80 x 220cm • Wood • Beige

The Clock Rail
Our unique NeXtime Clock Rail is a strong
and creative medium to present our clocks,
resulting in more customer engagement
and boost in sales. The Clock Rail is
NeXtime branded, it can be securely fitted
to practically any wall and provides an easy
way to hang NeXtime clocks instantly. The
NeXtime Clock Rail is uniquely equipped
with special ‘clock hangers’ which simply
attaches to the Clock Rail, providing a
hanging system for approximately 10 clocks
per NeXtime Clock Rail.
Easy way to hang NeXtime clocks
Use when there is not a lot of space
At smaller shops
It has an attractive look
It triggers customers to buy a clock
No need to drill al lot of holes in the wall
All clocks together for more impact
Strong branding
No use of floor space

Clock Rail • 9031

Display item • Hangingbar: 100 x 149 x 3 cm
+ 10 clock hangers • Metal
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NeXtime
movements
When you buy a NeXtime
movement, you know for
sure you don't have to
worry about quality.
We are using high quality
Taiwanese movements
that are carefully selected to make sure your
clock is always running
on time for many years.

Pendulum movement
PMYT235PP

Movement type: Pendulum Step
Shaft length: 23.5 mm
Size: 56 x 111.9 x 21.5 mm
Including metal hanger

Step movement L
PMYT235TP

Movement type: Step
Shaft length: 23.5 mm
Size: 56.7 x 56 x 16 mm
Including metal hanger

Replacement movement
for 2269 Hands
PMYT194IM
Movement type: Step
Shaft lengte: 19.4 mm
Size: 56.7 x 56 x 16 mm

Our movements are
delivered with all the
parts for an easy and
complete assembly.
More information about
our parts and replacement instruction can be
found on our website:
www.nextime.eu/
collections/
nextime-parts

Silent Movement
PMYT145SP

Movement type: Silent
Shaft length: 14.5 mm
Size: 56.7 x 56 x 16 mm
Including metal hanger

Step movement
PMYT145TP

Movement type: Step
Shaft length: 14.5 mm
Size: 56.7 x 56 x 16 mm
Including metal hanger

Step movement
with fixed hanger
PMYT145KP

Movement type: Step
Shaft length: 14.5 mm
Size: 56.7 x 56 x 16 mm

USB battery
We want to reduce the use of disposable batteries since they are a burden
for the environment. This is why we are
offering an alternative; NeXtime USB
batteries. When batteries in clocks, or
other devices that run on batteries, will
be provided with NeXtime rechargeable
USB batteries, this will
contribute to a sustainable planet.
Recharge up to 2000 times
Easy charge in every USB port
Fully charged in 2-3 hours
Charge indicator
Ideal for everyday use and for travel
Including storage box

USB Battery • AABAT003-2
AA USB battery 2 pcs
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AABAT003DIS

AA USB battery display

USB Battery • AABAT003
AA USB battery 4 pcs

Collection
The nXt collection is fun, stylish, value-for-money
timepiece options that meet your functional and
quality requirements

Dropped Numbers • 7364GN
30 cm Ø • Plastic
Green/White

Sweden • 7358
30 cm Ø • Plastic
Black / White

Maths • 7363ZW
30 cm Ø • Plastic
Black
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Sophia • 7357

Apollo • 7356

26 cm Ø • Plastic

26 cm Ø • Plastic

Alpaca • 7352

Urban Jungle • 7355

30 cm Ø • Plastic

30 cm Ø • Plastic

Joy • 7361DI

36 cm Ø • Plastic
Multicolor/Black

Mix • 7362DI

36 cm Ø • Plastic
Multicolor/Black
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Newcastle • 7359ST

40 cm Ø • Plastic • Black/White
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Newcastle • 7360ST

25,5 cm Ø • Plastic • Black/White

Bernard • 7326

25 cm Ø • Plastic • White

Vintage
We have implemented the popular ”Vintage” style in our nXt collection.
The collection is characterized by it’s size and its own NeXtime touch of
design.

Paul • 7345WI

40 cm Ø • Wood • White

Paul • 7345ZW

40 cm Ø • Wood • Black

Quebec • 7346WI

51 cm Ø • Plastic • White

Quebec • 7346ZW

51 cm Ø • Plastic • Black
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Follow us online!
scan the QR code and stay up to date
and share your photo with @nextime_clocks

@nextime_clocks

@nextime_clocks

Working with distributors and resellers
NeXtime works with distributors and resellers worldwide. If you
are interested in becoming a reseller and joining our NeXtime
family, please contact us: info@nextime.eu
Service support
We believe excellent service is the key success factor for our
company. Our comprehensive services include:
• Drop shipment: we can ship directly to your customers.
• Online order portal: you can get real-time stock status online
and order 24/7
• Product feed: we provide regular updates on stocks, prices
and products
• Warranty: we offer 2 years warranty for all our clocks
Marketing support
We support our customers all over the world and help you reach
out to yours, both online and offline. NeXtime makes its marketing
programmes clear and systematic to help you make easy decisions
to join forces with us. Through our mutual efforts, we can achieve
the best brand exposure and gain maximum benefits.

Contact
NEXTIME HEAD OFFICE
Munterslaan 4
2014 KW Haarlem
Netherlands
P +31 (0) 23 5 100 900
info@nextime.eu

NEXTIME HONG KONG OFFICE
Unit 3, 7/F, Po Hong Centre,
No. 2 Wang Tung Street,
Kowloon, Hong Kong
P +852 3583 2340
F + 852 3753 0389
info.hk@nextime.eu

www.nextime.eu
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B2B dealer

This 2022 catalogue was created by all NeXtimers. We share a love for clocks and love to share our clock designs with you.
A special thanks goes to:
Graphic design and illustrations: Michèle Duquesnoy
Interior photography: Anne @anne_kohnke • Stefanie @huisje_35 • Myrle @stijlbijstout • Ria @rietveldje • Mariel @wonenmetmariel
lana @lanaboohome • louise@dougs.digs • janette@puurenprachtig • jennifer @home_atplot12 • abby @ renovating_no_24
Jo @meadowbank_house_interiors • Hannah @huisjehaarlemstad • Bouwina @Beau_wonen • Wilma @wonenopnummer11
Mirella @huiswerk_styling • Alle NeXtimers @nextime_ clocks
Product photograpy: Joyce Tam
Text & editing: Renate Nap & Barry Sum
NeXtime makes every effort to maintain the accuracy and quality of the information provided on this Catalogue. However, NeXtime cannot guarantee and assumes no legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided. NeXtime reserves the right to make any changes necessary.
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